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ntLike the other products Ive tested, it asks for your email address, but in addition to that, it also
asks for the following: name, address, phone number, birthdate, and birth city. I turned these
questions off, so youll have to fill out the information when you install the evaluation copy. ntYoull
notice that you have to input a product key to activate the evaluation, so you can install the
program. A product key is something that Microsoft requires, but you can ignore that, because the
review of the evaluation is complete before the end of the evaluation period. nt ntThe installation
itself is fairly simple, though not as easy as installing the Windows RT copy. It starts by installing
updates, which were also required to activate. After it installs updates and reboots, it gives you the
option of whether or not to activate the program. It doesnt matter much if you do, because the
product key must be inputted before the program is activated. ntIt prompts you to enter your
product key, which means you must register for the evaluation in order to use the program. If you
choose to register, you can choose a new account to use for your evaluation, or you can choose an
account you already have. My account was associated with a mail address I already had on the Mail
My Account webpage, so I didnt have to re-enter that information, just my product key. The best way
to get the evaluation copy is to take advantage of the offer Microsoft is making to members of the
press. All you have to do is provide a legitimate reason for getting the evaluation and earn the
resulting copy. Here is the link to the evaluation http://windowsstore.com/en-
us/windows-8-enterprise-evaluation
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